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H66 Customer Story: TPO - The Production Office

Remote Control Data Colocation
That Doesn’t Cost
The Earth

www.hydro66.com

How TPO has
leveraged the
power of H66 to
become a leader
in their field.

Founded in 2006 in Stockholm,
TPO (The Production Office) has
rapidly made a name for itself
as one of the most innovative,
creative providers of communication infrastructure working today.
With their background in major
musical events, they have huge
experience in rugged, fast moving and technically challenging
environments that pose a unique
set of problems, particularly in the
quick deployment of complicated
installations.
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With remote operations
come big challenges.
INCREASED COMPLEXITY OF
NETWORKING NEEDS

WHEN 99.9% UPTIME JUST ISN’T GOOD ENOUGH

Modern event requirements are developing at a rapid pace,

vision Song Contest. TPO’s challenge was to provide network

and the need for communication networks are becoming

and communications infrastructure for a vast range of media,

ever more complex. With complexity comes an increased risk

communicating over radio, Wi-Fi, and hard wire internet,

of failure – TPO’s speciality is to ensure that all of the various

providing email, social media, blogging and digital tools for

communications devices, regardless of protocol, work flaw-

the festival’s 2000 journalists (communicating to an audience

lessly and, just as importantly, continuously.

of 200 million). The outcome? 4000 simultaneously connected

Let’s look at one of their many high-profile clients, the Euro-

devices and 17,000 unique devices with 100% uptime.
TPO’s area of expertise has been in the establishment of
‘temporary’ infrastructure – the term ‘temporary’ might be

The specific challenges that these kinds of environments pres-

misleading, since installations can run for weeks, months or

ent are numerous; hardware has to be tough enough to be

even years. However, they all have one thing in common, as

deployed and relocated without damage, systems have to be

TPO’s Karin Werner explains:

intuitive enough for the operators to access without excessive
training. Flexibility is crucial, since every project is unique and

“Regardless of whether it’s a temporary or a permanent instal-

will require innovative problem-solving techniques.

lation, uptime is one of the most business-critical issues for
our customers. Take festivals – if your network is down, your

With their experience of physically challenging, complicated

payment system will not work, so stability is crucial, allowing

deployments, TPO have become involved in other areas, most

our customers to maximise their revenue during this short

notably traditional mining and construction. Major infrastruc-

window of time.”

ture projects such as E4 Förbifart Stockholm bypass require
absolute stability. The synergies are evident – from a health
and safety perspective it is vital that communication with
workers, particularly underground, is faultless, indeed it is a
legal requirement. In the event of a failure, all 2000 workers
in the project would need to be immediately evacuated, with
devastating effects on cost, schedule and confidence.

“

Uptime is
one of the most
business-critical
issues for our customers...
stability is crucial.”

• Bypass running from the south to the north of Stockholm
• 55km tunnel length
• Completion date (estimated) 2026
• Will be the second longest urban tunnel in the world

Karin Werner, Business Developer - TPO
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What efficient and
flexible data hosting
means for TPO.
HYDRO66 - A UNIQUELY INTELLIGENT OFFERING

• Secure site for equipment
• Internet connectivity

So how does Hydro66 fit in? Well, most communication relies
on a network connected to the internet, connecting to remote

• Power supply

servers, allowing continuous, rapid monitoring of the various

• Redundancy/uptime

remote systems. Given the vast global audiences and mission

• Competitive pricing

critical projects served by TPO projects (Eurovision in Portu-

• Scalability

gal, America’s Cup world tour, tunnelling in Stockholm), it is

• 24/7 Access and Remote Hands

vital that those servers, and the links to them, never go down.
With TPO often running several projects concurrently, it would

Hydro66 is unique. Situated in the Luleå valley in northern

be disastrous to lose connectivity for even a few seconds. TPO

Sweden, it benefits from an overabundance of low-cost, en-

needed a secure colocation option which provided greater

vironmentally friendly electricity, sitting at the hub of several

electrical stability, more power, and a safer space than they

separate hydroelectric systems. Whilst not common, Stock-

could provide for themselves in Stockholm. The decision was

holm does suffer the occasional power outage and the data

therefore made to partner with a colocation data center.

centers typically rely on single substation feeds on a congest-

When making their decision, the list of needs was short, but

ed urban grid. In comparison, the Luleå valley’s last power

non-negotiable. The data center had to have 100% uptime,

outage was in 1978. Although the speed of data transfer is

rock-solid data links and technical support on hand. Having

not a particular issue for TPO, fast fibre optic links ensure that

spoken to 3 data centers based in Stockholm, TPO quickly re-

latency is kept to an absolute minimum, and certainly well

alised that another, much more attractive option was available

within the tolerances for the kind of deployments they have in

– Hydro66.

mind, such as IoT and systems monitoring.

KIRUNA
190 MW

NORWAY

SWEDEN

VIETAS
320 MW

RITSEM
320 MW

FINLAND
NÖ:s
NORRBOTTEN
30 MW

GELLIVARE
220 MW

HARSPRÅNGET 940 MW

PORJUS 440 MW

LIGGA 340 MW
SEITEVARE 225 MW
PARKI 20 MW

JOKKMOKK
25 MW

HYDRO66

MESSAURE 450 MW
KALIX
180 MW

RANDI 85 MW
AKKATS 150 MW
LETSI
450 MW

SVARTBYN
PORSI
275 MW

BODEN
110 MW

LUKAB
90 MW

LAXEDE
200 MW
VITTJÄRV 30 MW

Adjacent to 4300 MW hydropower river
system, multiple 20 kV connections to 3
different substations.

BODEN 80 MW

LULEÅ
300 MW

ÄLVSBYN
35 MW

PITEÅ
270 MW

FACEBOOK 120 MW
(3 DATACENTERS)

MOTTRYCK 55 MW
SIKFORS 43 MW
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Hydro66 also offers a 24/7 ‘Remote Hands’ service,
whereby their server experts can be at the client’s rack to
deal with problems requiring a physical presence, offering
TELE2

CITY OF
BODEN

the client peace of mind and allowing them to focus on their

TELIA

core business.
TELIA

Data center located right on
major national fiber optic backbones
for Telia and TELE2
HYDRO66

TELE2

DATA CENTER

EASYFIBRE

Business justification - ‘Win’ meets ‘Win’.
BOTH TECHNICAL AND COMMERCIAL NEEDS FULLY MET
When TPO approached Hydro66, they had a very clear set of needs, all of which were met – but there was an additional bonus.
Due to the Luleå valley’s abundance of low-cost electricity and Hydro66’s unmatched efficiency savings, the cost to the customer was also significantly lower – not to mention the benefit to the environment. Whilst TPO’s decision to go with Hydro66 was
predominately based upon stability and attractive cost, Karin Werner also notes some extra benefits:
“Having a low carbon footprint and being environmentally aware is important when approaching a client, and definitely presents an advantage. Our generation believes that individuals and companies have a responsibility to operate in an environmentally conscious manner, so yes – working with Hydro66 definitely adds to that credibility.” Karin Werner

Hydro66 is also a pioneer in the field of
water efficiency. With several studies*
indicating 2040 as the year in which
supplies of water become insufficient to
meet both industrial and domestic needs,
water consumption in business has become more relevant than ever. Hydro66 is
30 times more efficient than traditional
data centers, boosting its environmental
credentials even further.
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Annual CO2 Emissions Equivalent Per Rack per Year
10 kW Rack hosted: Germany = 56 tonnes CO2

10 kW Rack hosted: Hydro66 Sweden = 4 kg CO2

66

1

FLIGHTS

TAXI

Munich to Dubai (4560 kilometers)

Home to Airport (40 kilometers)

66 flights Munich to Dubai (56000 kg) compared to a single 40 km taxi to the airport (4 kg) = 14000 times more CO2
0.424 kg of CO2 per “German” kWh compared to 0.00004 kg of CO2 per Hydro66 kWh = 10600 times more CO2. Add on the PUE difference
(1.5 German average compared to 1.07 in Hydro66) and 14000 times more CO2 is emitted by hosting in Germany.

BEYOND THE NUMBERS
But there was more to the business justification than just

“We would have gone with Hydro66 even if they’d been more

numbers, it was also about trust. As one of Hydro66’s first

expensive. We have a relationship based on trust – we trust

clients, TPO has evolved alongside them and values their

them to support our business. In many ways it’s a partner-

shared approach towards flexible thinking.

ship.” Joel Westerlund
The relationship between Hydro66 and TPO has changed
beyond that of supplier/customer, to one of partners, both
with an innovative, progressive approach to problem solving,
both with a view that there is a better way to meet evolving
challenges.

“

We would
have gone with
Hydro66 even if
they’d been more
expensive. We have a
relationship based on trust –
we trust them to support our business.
In many ways it’s a partnership.”
Joel Westerlund, CTO - TPO
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THE CONCLUSION –
NOT JUST A CLIENT BUT
A PARTNER
IT’S ABOUT TRUST

“It’s fun to be part of a project like Hydro66” Joel Westerlund

From TPO’s perspective, Hydro66 has become not just another

Hydro66 not only offered a financially attractive solution that

vendor, but a trusted business partner. Their problem-solv-

met all of their needs, it came with an added bonus – that of

ing skills, flexibility and philosophy perfectly match that of

environmental credibility. As Facebook, Apple and Google

TPO, providing a symbiosis of creativity, which benefits both

have all realised, cold, northern climates offer the perfect en-

parties.

vironment for data centers. The combination of green energy,
natural cooling and reusable resources is an added bonus
when considered alongside political, electrical and bandwidth
stability. Hydro66 is among the lowest carbon footprint data
centers in the world, while also demonstrating industry leading ¬-WUE and PUE figures.
Well-engineered enterprise solutions are now built with the
internet in mind. Bandwidth costs continue to decrease every
year. Total solution cost, carbon footprint and power stability
are front of mind for forward thinking companies, particularly
AI, IoT and blockchain infrastructure operations. Many companies have already realised that having their servers ‘in the
basement’ is no guarantee of reliability – outsourcing and data
colocation is the future.
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Hydro66 helps forward-thinking companies match their applications with
the optimal hosting environment. Hydro66 provides ultra-efficient, green colocation
solutions ideally suited for large scale wholesale colocation, cloud computing, system
integrators and HPC. The current data model is both broken and unsustainable. The
vast majority of compute and store occurs in expensive city centre locations using
dirty power and unreliable grids. Rising electricity prices on capacity constrained
urban grids compounds the problem. Meanwhile telecoms prices continue to fall
at around 20 percent annually. Facebook, Google and Apple have solved this by
building hyper-scale Nordic data centres beside vast electrical grids which are highly
reliable, 100 percent green and at ultra-low power prices. Now wholesale, enterprise,
systems integrators and cloud companies can enjoy similar advantages to the
Internet giants by working with Hydro66.
For more information please visit www.hydro66.com

Let’s talk! Learn how Hydro66 can help your business process and store data. Better still, increase availability, efficiency and scalability.
And at the same time, reduce complexity, cost and environmental impact. Visit us at www.hydro66.com We’re ready when you are!

